[Therapy of perinatal brain injury outcomes: results of a multicenter double-blind placebo-controlled randomized study of tenoten for children (liquid dosage form)].
To evaluate the efficacy and safety of tenoten for children (a novel liquid pediatric formulation) in the treatment of perinatal brain injury (PBI) outcomes. The multicenter double-blind placebo-controlled randomized trial enrolled 184 children (aged 29 days-9 months) with the total score 12-27 according to Djurba-Mastukova scale and the level of physical development 25-75 centiles. Patients were randomized into tenoten (10 drops per day) and placebo groups. Treatment period was 12 weeks ± 5 days. Percentage of patients with ≥4 points improvement according to Djurba-Mastukova scale (responder rate) was used as a primary efficacy endpoint. Patients in the tenoten group had a significant result on primary efficacy endpoint: 77.5% of participants responded to therapy (p=0.02 vs. placebo). In addition, the safety of tenoten for children in the treatment of PBI outcomes is shown. Tenoten for children (a novel liquid pediatric formulation) has been shown to be an effective medication in treatment of PBI outcomes that helps to achieve therapeutic results with minimal side-effects, good tolerability and the high level of adherence to therapy.